Abstract. While recent advances in computer vision have provided reliable methods to recognize actions in both images and videos, the problem of assessing how well people perform actions has been largely unexplored in computer vision. Since methods for assessing action quality have many real-world applications in healthcare, sports, and video retrieval, we believe the computer vision community should begin to tackle this challenging problem. To spur progress, we introduce a learning-based framework that takes steps towards assessing how well people perform actions in videos. Our approach works by training a regression model from spatiotemporal pose features to scores obtained from expert judges. Moreover, our approach can provide interpretable feedback on how people can improve their action. We evaluate our method on a new Olympic sports dataset, and our experiments suggest our framework is able to rank the athletes more accurately than a non-expert human. While promising, our method is still a long way to rivaling the performance of expert judges, indicating that there is significant opportunity in computer vision research to improve on this difficult yet important task.
Introduction
Recent advances in computer vision have provided reliable methods for recognizing actions in videos and images. However, the problem of automatically quantifying how well people perform actions has been largely unexplored.
We believe the computer vision community should begin to tackle the challenging problem of assessing the quality of people's actions because there are many important, real-world applications. For example, in health care, patients are often monitored and evaluated after hospitalization as they perform daily tasks, which is expensive undertaking without an automatic assessment method. In sports, action quality assessments would allow an athlete to practice in front of We introduce a learning framework for assessing the quality of human actions from videos. Since we estimate a model for what constitutes a high quality action, our method can also provide feedback on how people can improve their actions, visualized with the red arrows.
a camera and receive quality scores in real-time, providing the athlete with rapid feedback and an opportunity to improve their action. In retrieval, a video search engine may want to sort results based on the quality of the action performed instead of only the relevance.
However, automatically assessing the quality of actions is not an easy computer vision problem. Human experts for a particular domain, such as coaches or doctors, have typically been trained over many years to develop complex underlying rules to assess action quality. If machines are to assess action quality, then they must discover similar rules as well.
In this paper, we propose a data-driven method to learn how to assess the quality of actions in videos. To our knowledge, we are the first to propose a general framework for learning to assess the quality of human-based actions from videos. Our method works by extracting the spatio-temporal pose features of people, and with minimal annotation, estimating a regression model that predicts the scores of actions. Fig.1 shows an example output of our system.
In order to quantify the performance of our methods, we introduce a new dataset for action quality assessment comprised of Olympic sports footage. Although the methods in this paper are general, sports broadcast footage has the advantage that it is freely available, and comes already rigorously "annotated" by the Olympic judges. We evaluate our quality assessments on both diving and figure skating competitions. Our results are promising, and suggest that our method is significantly better at ranking people's actions by their quality than non-expert humans. However, our method is still a long way from rivaling the performance of expert judges, indicating that there is significant opportunity in computer vision research to improve on this difficult yet important task.
Moreover, since our method leverages high level pose features to learn a model for action quality, we can use this model to help machines understand people in videos as well. Firstly, we can provide interpretable feedback to performers on how to improve the quality of their action. The red vectors in Fig.1 are output from our system that instructs the Olympic diver to stretch his hands and lower his feet. Our feedback system works by calculating the gradient for each body joint against the learned model that would have maximized people's scores. Secondly, we can create highlights of videos by finding which segments contributed the most to the action quality, complementing work in video summarization. We hypothesize that further progress in building better quality assessment models can improve both feedback systems and video highlights.
The three principal contributions of this paper revolve around automatically assessing the quality of people's actions in videos. Firstly, we introduce a general learning-based framework for the quality assessment of human actions using spatiotemporal pose features. Secondly, we then describe a system to generate feedback for performers in order to improve their score. Finally, we release a new dataset for action quality assessment in the hopes of facilitating future research on this task. The remainder of this paper describes these contributions in detail.
Related Work
This paper builds upon several areas of computer vision. We briefly review related work:
Action Assessment: The problem of action quality assessment has been relatively unexplored in the computer vision community. There have been a few promising efforts to judge how well people perform actions [1] [2] [3] , however, these previous works have so far been hand-crafted for specific actions. The motivation for assessing peoples actions in healthcare applications has also been discussed before [4] , but the technical method is limited to recognizing actions. In this paper, we propose a generic learning-based framework with state-of-theart features for action quality assessment that can be applied to most types of human actions. To demonstrate this generality, we evaluate on two distinct types of actions (diving and figure skating). Furthermore, our system is able to generate interpretable feedback on how performers can improve their action.
Photograph Assessment: There are several works that assess photographs, such as their quality [5] , interestingness [6] and aesthetics [7, 8] . In this work, we instead focus on assessing the quality of human actions, and not the quality of the video capture or its artistic aspects.
Action Recognition: There is a large body of work studying how to recognize actions in both images [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and videos [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , and we refer readers to excellent surveys [19, 20] for a full review. While this paper also studies actions, we are interested in assessing their quality rather than recognizing them.
Features: There are many features for action recognition using spatiotemporal bag-of-words [21, 22] , interest points [23] , feature learning [24] , and human pose based [25] . However, so far these features have primarily been shown to work for recognition. We found that some of these features, notably [24] and [25] with minor adjustments, can be used for the quality assessment of actions too.
Video Summarization: This paper complements work in video summarization [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Rather than relying on saliency features or priors, we instead can summarize videos by discarding segments that did not impact the quality score of an action, thereby creating a "highlights reel" for the video.
Assessing Action Quality
We now present our system for assessing the quality of an action from videos. On a high level, our model learns a regression model from spatio-temporal features. After presenting our model, we then show how our model can be used to provide feedback to the people in videos to improve their actions. We finally describe how our model can highlight segments of the video that contribute the most to the quality score.
Features
To learn a regression model to the action quality, we extract spatio-temporal features from videos. We consider two sets of features: low-level features that cap-ture gradients and velocities directly from pixels, and high-level features based off the trajectory of human pose.
Low Level Features:
Since there has been significant progress in developing features for recognizing actions, we tried using them for assessing actions too. We use a hierarchical feature [24] that obtains state-of-the-art performance in action recognition by learning a filter bank with independent subspace analysis. The learned filter bank consists of spatio-temporal Gabor-like filters that capture edges and velocities. In our experiments, we use the implementation by [24] with the network pre-trained on the Hollywood2 dataset [32] .
High Level Pose Features: Since most low-level features capture statistics from pixels directly, they are often difficult to interpret. As we wish to provide feedback on how a performer can improve their actions, we want the feedback to be interpretable. Inspired by actionlets [25] , we now present high level features based off human pose that are interpretable.
Given a video, we assume that we know the pose of the human performer in every frame, obtained either through ground truth or automatic pose estimation. Let p (j) (t) be the x component of the jth joint in the tth frame of the video. Since we want our features to be translation-invariant, we normalize the joint positions relative to the head position:
where we have assumed that p (0) (t) refers to the head. Note that q (j) is a function of time, so we can represent it in the frequency domain by the discrete cosine transform (DCT):
where A is the discrete cosine transformation matrix. We then use the k lowest frequency components to create the feature vector φ j = Q (j) 1:k where A 1:k selects the first k rows of A. We found that only using the low frequencies helps remove high frequency noise due to pose estimation errors. We use the absolute value of the frequency coefficients Q i .
We compute φ j for every joint for both the x-and y-components, and concatenate them to create the final feature vector φ. We note that if the video is long, we break it up into segments and concatenate the features to produce one feature vector for the entire video. This inreases the temporal resolution of our features for long videos.
Actionlets [25] uses a similar method with Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) instead. Although there is a close relationship between DFT and DCT, we see better results using DCT. We believe this is the case since DCT provides a more compact representation. Additionally, DCT coefficients are real numbers instead of complex, so less information is lost in the absolute value operation.
In order to estimate the joints of the performer throughout the video p (j) (t), we run a pose estimation algorithm to find the position of the joints in every frame. We estimate the pose using a Flexible Parts Model [33] for each frame independently. Since [33] finds the best pose for a single frame using dynamic programming and we want the best pose across the entire video, we find the N -best pose solutions per frame using [34] . Then we associate the poses using a dynamic programming algorithm to find the best track in the whole video. The association looks for the single best smooth track covering the whole temporal span of the video. Fig.2 shows some successes and failures of this pose estimation.
Learning
We then pose quality assessment as a supervised regression problem. Let Φ i ∈ R k×n be the pose features for video i in matrix form where n is the number of joints and k is the number of low frequency components. We write y i ∈ R to denote the ground-truth quality score of the action in video i, obtained by an expert human judge. We then train a linear support vector regression (L-SVR) [35] to predict y i given features Φ i over a training set. In our experiments, we use libsvm [36] . Optimization is fast, and takes less than a second on typical sized problems. We perform cross validation to estimate hyperparameters.
Domain Knowledge: We note that a comprehensive model for quality assessment might use domain experts to annotate fine-tuned knowledge on the action's quality (e.g., "the leg must be straight"). However, relying on domain experts is expensive and difficult to scale to a large number of actions. By posing quality assessment as a machine learning problem with minimal interaction from an expert, we can scale more efficiently. In our system, we only require a single real number per video corresponding to the score of the quality.
Prototypical Example: Moreover, a fairly simple method to assess quality is to check the observed video against a ground truth video with perfect execution, and then determine the difference. However, in practice, many actions can have multiple ideal executions (e.g., a perfect overhand serve might be just as good as a perfect underhand serve). Instead, our model can handle multi-modal score distributions.
Feedback Proposals
As a performer executes an action, in addition to assessing the quality, we also wish to provide feedback on how the performer can improve his action. Since our regression model operates over pose-based features, we can determine how the performer should move to maximize the score.
We accomplish this by differentiating the scoring function with respect to joint location. We calculate the gradient of the score with respect to the location of each joint
where S is the scoring function. By calculating the maximum gradient, we can find the joint and the direction that the performer must move to achieve the largest improvement in the score.
We are able to analytically calculate the gradient. Recall that L-SVR learns a weight vector W ∈ R k×n such that W predicts the score of the action quality by the dot-product:
where Φ f j is the f th frequency componenet for the jth joint. After basic algebra, we can compute the gradient of the score S with respect to the location of each joint p (j) (t):
By computing max p (j) (t)
, we can find the joint and the direction the performer must move to most improve the score. 
Video Highlights
In addition to finding the joint that will result in the largest score improvement, we also wish to measure the impact a segment of the video has on the quality score. Such a measure could be useful in summarizing the segments of actions that contribute to high or low scores.
We define a segment's impact as how much the quality score would change if the segment were removed. In order to remove a segment, we compute the most likely feature vector had we not observed the missing segment. The key observation is that since we only use the low frequency components in our feature vector, there are more equations than unknowns when estimating the DCT coefficients. Consequently, removing a segment corresponds to simply removing some equations.
Let B = A + be the inverse cosine transform where A + is the psuedo-inverse of A. Then, the DCT equation can be written as Q (j) = B + q (j) . If the data from frames u through v is missing, then the inferred DCT coefficients areQ
where B u:v is the sub-matrix of B that excludes rows u through v. The frequency componentsQ (j) are the same dimensionality as Q (j) , but they have inferred the missing segment with the most likely joint trajectory. Fig.3 visualizes how the features change with this transformation.
We useQ (j) to create the feature vector for the video with the missing segment. Finally, we determine the impact of the missing segment by calculating the difference in scores between the original feature vector and the feature vector with the missing segment.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate both our quality assessment method and feedback system for quality improvement with quantitative experiments. Since quality assessment has not yet been extensively studied in the computer vision community, we first introduce a new video dataset for action quality assessment.
Action Quality Dataset
There are two primary hurdles in building a large dataset for action quality assessment. Firstly, the score annotations are subjective, and require an expert. Unfortunately, hiring an expert to annotate hundreds of videos is expensive. Secondly, in some applications such as health care, there are privacy and legal issues involved in collecting videos from patients. In order to establish a baseline dataset for further research, we desire freely available videos.
We introduce an Olympics video dataset for action quality assessment. Sports footage has the advantage that it can be obtained freely, and the expert judge's scores are frequently released publicly. We collected videos from YouTube for two categories of sports, diving and figure skating, from recent Olympics and other worldwide championships. The videos are long with multiple instances of actions performed by multiple people. We annotated the videos with the start and end frame for each instance, and we extracted the judge's score. The dataset will be publicly available. Some of the best dives from our diving dataset. Each column corresponds to one video. There is a large variation in the top-scoring actions. Hence, providing feedback is not as easy as pushing the action towards a canonical "good" performance. Diving: Fig.4 shows a few examples of our diving dataset. Our diving dataset consists of 159 videos. The videos are slow-motion from television broadcasting channels, so the effective frame rate is 60 frames per second. Each video is about 150 frames, and the entire dataset consists of 25,000 frames. The ground truth judge scores varies between 20 (worst) and 100 (best). In our experiments, we use 100 instances for training and the rest for testing. We repeated every experiment 200 times with different random splits and averaged the results. In addition to the Olympic judge's score, we also consulted with the MIT varsity diving coach who annotated which joints a diver should adjust to improve each dive. We use this data to evaluate our feedback system for the quality improvement algorithm.
Figure Skating: Fig.5 shows some frames from our figure skating dataset. This dataset contains 150 videos captured at 24 frames per second. Each video is almost 4,200 frames, and the entire dataset is 630,000 frames. The judge's score ranges between 0 (worst) and 100 (best). We use 100 instances for training and the rest for testing. As before, we repeated every experiment 200 times with different random splits and averaged the results. We note that our figure skating tends to be more challenging for pose estimation since it is at a lower frame rate, and has more variation in the human pose and clothing (e.g., wearing skirt). Figure Skating Evaluation: We calculate mean rank correlation on our figure skating dataset. Higher is better. The hierarchical network features provide the best results. Although pose based features are not superior, they still enable high level analysis by providing feedback for quality improvement. We believe pose based features can benefit from using a better pose estimation.
Quality Assessment
We evaluate our quality assessment on both the figure skating and diving dataset. In order to compare our results against the ground truth, we use the rank correlation of the scores we predict against the scores the Olympic judges awarded. Tab.1 and Tab.2 show the mean performance over random train/test splits of our datasets. Our results suggest that pose-based features are competitive, and even obtain the best performance on the diving dataset. In addition, our results indicate that features learned to recognize actions can be used to assess the quality of actions too. We show some of the best and worst videos as predicted by our model in Fig.6 . We compare our quality assessment against several baselines. Firstly, we compare to both space-time interest points (STIP) and pose-based features with Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) instead of DCT (similar to [24] ). Both of these features performed worse. Secondly, we also compare to ridge regression with all feature sets. Our results show that support vector regression often obtains significantly better performance.
We also asked non-expert human annotators to predict the quality of each diver in the diving dataset. Interestingly, after we instructed the subjects to read the Wikipedia page on diving, non-expert annotators were only able to achieve a rank correlation of 19%, which is half the performance of support vector regression with pose features. We believe this difference is evidence that our algorithm is starting to learn which human poses constitute good dives. We note, however, that our method is far from matching Olympic judges since they are able to predict the median judge's score with a rank correlation of 96%, suggesting that there is still significant room for improvement. We show the two best and worst videos sorted by the predicted score. Each column is one video with ground truth and predicted score written below. Notice that in the last place video, the diver lacked straight legs in the beginning and did not have a tight folding pose. These two pitfalls are part of common diving advice given by coaches, and our model has learned this independently.
Limitations
While our system is able to predict the quality of actions with some success, it has many limitations. One of the major bottlenecks is the pose estimation. Fig.2 shows a few examples of the successes and failures of the pose estimation. Pose estimation in our datasets is very challenging since the performers contort their body in many unusual configurations with significant variation in appearance. The frequent occlusion by clothing for figure skating noticeably harms the pose estimation performance. When the pose estimation is poor, the quality score is strongly affected, suggesting that advances in pose estimation or using depth sensors for pose can improve our system. Future work in action quality can be made robust against these types of failures as well by accounting for the uncertainty in the pose estimation.
Our system is designed to work for one human performer only, and does not model coordination between multiple people, which is often important for many types of sports and activities. We believe that future work in explicitly modeling team activities and interactions can significantly advance action quality assessment. Moreover, we do not model objects used during actions (such as sports balls or tools), and we do not consider physical outcomes (such as splashes told the technical difficulty apriori, which gives them a slight competitive edge over our algorithms. We did not model the technical difficulty in the interest of building a general system. in diving), which may be important features for some activities. Finally, while our representation captures the movements of human joint locations, we do not explicitly model their synchronization (e.g., keeping legs together) or repetitions (e.g., waving hands back and forth). We suspect a stronger quality assessment model will factor in these visual elements.
Feedback for Improvement
In addition to quality assessment, we evaluate the feedback vectors that our method provides. Fig.7 and Fig.8 show qualitatively a sample of the feedback that our algorithm suggests. In general, the feedback is reasonable, often making modifications to the extremities of the performer.
In order to quantitatively evaluate our feedback method, we needed to acquire ground truth annotations. We consulted with the MIT diving team coach who watched a subset of the videos in our dataset (27 in total) and provided suggestions on how to improve the dive. The diving coach gave us specific feedback (such as "move left foot down") as well as high-level feedback (e.g., "legs should be straight here" or "tuck arms more"). We translated each feedback from the coach into one of three classes, referring to whether the diver should adjust his upper body, his lower body, or maintain the same pose on each frame. Due to the subjective nature of the task, the diving coach was not able to provide more detailed feedback annotations. Hence, the feedback is coarsely mapped into these three classes.
We then evaluate our feedback as a detection problem. We consider a feedback proposal from our algorithm as correct if it suggests to move a body part within a one second range of the coach making the same suggestion. We use the magnitude of the feedback gradient as the importance of the feedback proposal. The feedback we generate is not perfect. If the figure skater or diver were to rely completely on the feedback above, they may fall over. Our model does not factor in physical laws, motivating work in support inference [37, 38] .
We use a leave-one-out approach where we predict feedback on a video heldout from training. Our feedback proposals obtain 53.18% AP overall for diving, compared to 27% AP chance level. We compute chance by randomly generating feedback that uniformly chooses between the upper body and lower body.
Since our action quality assessment model is not aware of physical laws, the feedback suggestions can be physically implausible. Fig.9 shows a few cases where if the performer listened to our feedback, they might fall over. Our method's lack of physical models motivates work in support inference [37, 38] .
Interestingly, by averaging the feedback across all divers in our dataset, we can find the most common feedback produced by our model. Fig.10 shows the magnitude of feedback for each frame and each joint averaged over all divers. For visualization proposes, we warp all videos to have the same length. Most of the feedback suggests correcting the feet and hands, and the most important frames turn out to be the initial jump off the diving board, the zenith of the dive, and the moment right before the diver enters the water. Fig. 10 : Visualizing Common Feedback: We visualize the average feedback magnitude across the entire diving dataset for each joint and frame. Red means high feedback and blue means low feedback. The top and right edges show marginals over frames and joints respectively. R and L stand for right and left respectively, and U and D stand for upper and lower body, respectively. Feet are the most common area for feedback on Olympic divers, and that the beginning and end of the dive are the most important time points.
Highlighting Impact
We qualitatively analyze the video highlights produced by finding the segments that contributed the most to the final quality score. We believe that this measure can be useful for video summarization since it reveals, out of a long video, which clips are the most important for the action quality. We computed impact on a routine from the figure skating dataset in Fig.11 . Notice when the impact is near zero, the figure skater is in a standard, up-right position, or in-between maneuvers. The points of maximum impact correspond to jumps and twists of the figure skater, which contributes positively to the score if the skater performs it correctly, and negatively otherwise.
Discussion
If quality assessment is a subjective task, is it reasonable for a machine to still obtain reasonable results? Remarkably, the independent Olympic judges agree with each other 96% of the time, which suggests that there is some underlying structure in the data. One hypothesis to explain this correlation is that the judges are following a complex system of rules to gauge the score. If so, then the job of a machine quality assessment system is to extract these rules. While the approach in this paper attempts to learn these rules, we are still a long way from high performance on this task.
Conclusions
Assessing the quality of actions is an important problem with many real-world applications in health care, sports and search. To enable these applications, we have introduced a general learning-based framework to automatically assess an Fig. 11 : Video Highlights: By calculating the impact each frame has on the score of the video, we can summarize long videos with the segments that have the largest impact on the quality score. Notice how, above, when the impact is close to zero, the skater is usually in an upright standard position, and when the impact is large, the skater is performing a maneuver.
action's quality from videos as well as to provide feedback for how the performer can improve. We evaluated our system on a dataset of Olympic divers and figure skaters, and we show that our approach is significantly better at assessing an action's quality than a non-expert human. Although the quality of an action is a subjective measure, the independent Olympic judges have a large correlation. This implies that there is a well defined underlying rule that a computer vision system should be able to learn from data. Our hope is that this paper will motivate more work in this relatively unexplored area.
